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'AIlAUl ~ftINTIN. to" C:OLUlIIIIA
TO TEACHERS:
, Every book listed in the new Course of Study may be readily pur-
t chased from the local textbook depository or depositories in each county.
; Whenever the local dealer eannot promptly supply adopted books, a
~cash order addressed to the Central Textbook Depository at Columbia
:will receive immediate attention.
~ Any and all books on the State list from 1917 to 1922 have hereto-
! fore been sold under contract prices expiring June 30, 1922. The State
~Board of Education has re-adopted a majority of the former titles, but
. the increased price of paper and of labor also caused an increase in
: the price of every re-adopted book.
Under no circumstances should pupils be required or requested to buy
,'all the books on the list. Teachers are expected to use discretion and
: judgment. The overloading of pupils should be especially avoided.
Children should be allowed to complete their old books before pur-
i chasing new texts. The exchange period runs till December 15, 1923,
lhence the introduction of new texts may be easily and gradually accom-
•plished.
Before requesting p.upils to purchase new books teachers should use
every effort to reduce the cost to a minimum. By '3 careful survey of
the books already in the hands of the pupils and by judiiious use of
, the exchange period during the next eighteen months, the introduction
: of the new texts and the new course of study ought to be completed
:without inconvenience and at an average and economical cost. Con-
'fusion and difficulty will be reduced to '3 minimum if teachers confer
•fully and promptly with parents. Written instructions for new books
i should be given each pupil and especially small pupils.
'i Both the retail price and the exchange price should be clearly and
'legibly marked on each new text. Any variations from these prices
: should be promptly reported to the State Superintendent of Education.
June 7, 1922. J. E. SWEARINGEN,
State Superintendent of Education.
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STATEMENT OF THE BOARD OF EDUCATION.
There is a law of the State of South Carolina that requires a re-
adoption of text-books every five years. The State Board of Education
knew, therefore, that at some time before the first of July, 1922, this
adoption would have to be made. On account of conditions everywhere
the Board anticipated that when this adoption should be made there
would be a marked advance in the price of text-books; for under the
terms of the contracts with the publishers books were being sold below
the cost of production.
With these two things in mind the Board at a meeting held last sum-
mer requested the Secretary of the Board to ascertain from the pub-
lishers of all of the text-books on the State list whether or not it would
be possible to renew all contracts for five years, without increase in the
price of the books. With practically no exception the publishers re-
plied that a renewal of their contracts on that basis was out of the
question. While anticipating this refusal, the Board felt that every ef-
fort should be made to prevent as far as possible any increase in the
price of text-books for the pupils of our State.
The Board anticipated a refusal because there were facts that clearly
indicated that, just as' soon as the present contracts should expire,
there would be in South Carolina a noticeable advance in the price of
text-books. For five years the book contracts that went into effect on
the first day of July, 1917, have saved to the people of South Carolina
thousands of dollars. Let us cite three illustrations from the scores
that are available. One of the primers was sold to the children of
South Carolina for one-third the cost of the same book in other states.
The geography bought twice as much in New York City as in South
Carolina. The paper required to make and bind one of the arithmetics
was at one time worth more than the book was being sold for to the
pupils of our State.
There is no wonder that the Board of Education anticipated an in-
crease in the price of text-books and there is no surprise to anyone who
has noted the cost of other commodities that this anticipation should have
been realized. During the past five years a text-book was the only
article of trade in South Carolina whose price did not markedly increase.
The only preventive of the increase of price of the text-books used in
South Carolina was the contract that the State had with the publishers,
through its Board of Education.
The State Board of Education wishes to commend the publishers very·
cordially for their fidelity in the faithful performance of their losing
contracts. At the same time the Board rejoices with the children and
their parents on account of the very large amount of money that they
have been saved through the faithful performance of these contracts.
The Board would continue to rejoice if the present contracts could
be made permanent; but, since this is impossible, the Board is offering
to the people of the State a set of books at prices as reasonable as the
best bids would permit, consistent with sound principles of educational
practice. Even from a financial view-point it will be seen that in the
fundamental elements of the curriculum the Board has had due con-
sideration for the patrons and has provided books upon the most favor-
able terms that could be procured. The Board would be delighted if
it were possible to provide these books at the former prices. All of
the publishers have been exceedingly anxious to sell their books and
the competition has been very keen. The Board has the satisfaction,
therefore, of knowing that the present prices are as low as any that
can be obtained in any State. Moreover, while the contracts last for
five years, there is a provision in each contract that South Carolina will
get the benefit of a reduction of price granted to any locality in the
United States.
No books were dropped from the old list except for at least one of
the following reasons:
1. Those that in the judgment of the Board had served their term of
usefulness in the schoolrooms of our State.
2. Those that the teachers of the State pronounced unteachable.
3. Those that like Geography or History are now out of date.
4. Those that could not be adjusted harmoniously to the other elements
in the program.
5. Those that could be replaced by a smaller number of books, using
one book, for example, instead of two, thus saving money in the
purchase of books.
6. Those that were not even offered by the publishers and therefore
could not be considered by the Board. Of the number of books
dropped from the old list the proportion of those not offered was
large, about twenty-five per cent.
It must be remembered that the period of exchange of text-books is a
year and a half and that those books not completed and in the hands
of the pupils will be used by them until they are completed.
In addition to the consideration of economy the Board has been actu-
ated in its selection of books by motives of the real welfare of the child.
The Board believes that through the books offered in the supplementary
lists the pupil and teacher are given an opportunity of knowing the
books that will contribute to the richness of the content of the course of
study. The supplementary lists are long in order that the teachers may
have before them for selection a list of good books. In addition to this,
the teachers may know that these books, if desired, may be purchased
from the central book depository of the State. Otherwise many teach-
ers could not get any of these books without trouble and delay.
The Board does not believe that anyone would imagine that any
pupil or set of pupils would be required to purchase all of the books
on any of these supplementary lists. Even the suggestion is an absurd-
ity. The lists are long not to add expense to the parents, but to help
the pupils and teachers make a suitable selection. The Board believes
that these books are valuable and should be made available. The State
Board of Education places these books into the hands of the pupils
and teachers of the State confidently believing" that they will so use
them as to bring to all of them a broader perspective, a richer heritage,
a clearer vision and a larger life.
S. H. EDMUNDS.
Course of Study for Elementary Schools.
Extensive modifications of this course are necessary in schools taught
by one teacher and in short-term schools. For details and suggestions
see Manual for Elementary Schools, and Manual for High Schools.
The State Board of Education strongly recommends that no pupil
be expected or required to prepare and recite more than five lessons
per day.
NOTE: Texts marked basal and texts marked optional afford teachers
freedom of choice between such texts on the same subject.
FIRST GRADE.
Contract Contract
Title Retail Price Exchange Price
READING:
Basal:
Child's World Primer and First Reader, in
one volume............................. $.60 $.46
Child's World Manual for Teachers......... .60
Optional:
The Winston Primer and First Reader, com-
bined .60 .54
Interleaved Manual for Primer and First
Reader Free to teachers
Supplementary:
The Hill Readers, South Carolina Edition
Book One.............................. .36 .30
The New Howell Primer.................. .30 .27
The New Howell First Reader. . . . . . . . . . . . . .35 .31
Every Day Classics Primer............... .56 .53
Every Day Classics-Book One............ .60 .56
Story Hour Primer....................... .57 .53
Story Hour Reader-Book One............ .57 .53
Free, Treadwell & Briggs: Primer..........40 .38
Free, Treadwell & Briggs: First Reader....44 .41
WRITING:
Basal:
Practical Writing, Manual No.!........... .05
Practical Writing, Manual No.1 in envelope
with paper............................. .10
Optional:
Palmer's Writing Lessons for Primary Grades .15
Graves' Muscular System, Book I..... . . . . . .09
Graves' Teacher's Manual to accompany
above Free
DRAWING:
Basal:
Practical Drawing Book I ;.......... .15
Practical Drawing Book I in envelope with
paper .20
Optional:
Industrial Art Text Books, Shorter Course;
Book One (Grades 1 & 2) ... . .. .. .. .. . .. .36 .34
Teacher's Manual for Industrial Art Text
Books .60 .45
MUSIC:
Hollis Dann Music Course, First Year Music .73 .68
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SECOND GRADE.
$ .65
.46
.50
.40
.64
.69
.48
.38
.45
.05
.10
.15
.09
.15
.20
.36
.50
THIRD GRADE.
READING:
Basal:
Child's World Third Reader .
Optional:
The Winston Third Reader .
Supplementary:
Hill's Readers, Book Three .
Studies in Reading, Third Grade Reader .
Studies in Reading, Teacher's Manual .
Haliburton's Reader, Book Three .
Teacher's Manual for Haliburton's Readers ..
Story Hour Readers, Book Three .
Free, Treadwell & Briggs: Third Reader .
SPELLING:
Arnold: Mastery of Words, Book I .
LANGUAGE:
Basal:
Robbins and Row: Work and Play with Lan-
guage .
Optional:
Live Language Lessons, Book I .
Live Language Lessons, Teacher's' Manual ..
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$ .47
.42
.42
.36
.60
.64
.44
.35
.41
.58 .42
.52 .47
.56 .46
.70 .66
.80
.47
1.00
.73 .68
.53 .50
.38 .35
.35 .33
.55 .52
.50
$ .50
.0,5
.10
.20
.09
.15
.20
.36
.50
Contract Contract
Title Retail Price Exchange Pr ice
ARITHMETIC:
Smith: Modern Primary Arithmetic, begun. $ .42
WRITING:
Basal:
Practical Writing, Manual No.3 .
Practical Writing, Manual No.3 in envelope
with paper .
Optional:
The Palmer Method of Business Writing .
Graves' Muscular System, Book 3 .
DRAWING:
Basal:
Practical Drawing, Book 3 .
Practical Drawing, Book 3 in envelope with
paper .
Optional:
Industrial Art Textbooks, .Shorter Course,
'Book Two (Grades 3 & 4)............... .34
MUSIC:
Hollis Dann Music Course: Third Year Music .47
FOURTH GRADE.
READING:
Basal:
Child's World Fourth Reader .
Optional:
The Winston Fourth Reader .
Supplementary:
Hill's Readers, Book Four .
Studies in Reading, Fourth Grade Reader .
Haliburton's Fourth Reader.......... . .
Story Hour Readings, Fourth Year .
Bolenius Fourth Reader .
Teacher's Manual for Bolenius Readers .
SPELLING:
Arnold: Mastery of Words, Book One .
LANGUAGE:
Basal:
Studies in English, Book One .
Teacher's Manual for Book One .
Optional:
Live Language Lessons, Book One .
ARITHMETIC:
Smith: Modern Primary Arithmetic completed
GEOGRAPHY:
Basal:
Brigham & McFarlane's Essentials of Geog-
graphy, First Book .
First Book, Part One .
Optional:
Smith's Human Geography,
Book One .
Book One, Part One .
Teacher's Manual Free to teachers
HYGIENE:
Basal:
Ritchie-Caldwell, Primer of Hygiene, 1920
Revision .48
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.73 .53
.58 .52
.60 .50
.70 .66
.55
.76 .70
.79 .74
.87
.38 .35
.50 .47
.40
.55 .52
.50 .42
1.33 1.23
.80 .74
1.00 .90
.65 .60
Contract Contract
Title Retail Price Exchange Price
Optional:
Emerson & Betts: Hygiene and Health, Book I $ .70 $ .57
WRITING: .
Basal:
Practical Writing, Manual No.4. . . . . . . . . . . .05
Practical Writing, Manual No.4 in envelope
with paper............................. .10
Optional:
The Palmer Method of Business Writing. . . . .20
Graves' Muscular Writing Book Four. . . . . . . .09
DRAWING:
Basal:
Practical Drawing Book 4................. .15
Practical Drawing Book 4 in envelope with
paper .20
Optional:
Industrial Art Textbooks, Shorter Course,
Book Two.............................. .36 .34
MUSIC:
. Hollis Dann Music Course, Fourth Year Mu-
sic .57 .53
FIFTH GRADE.
READING:
Basal:
Child's World Fifth Reader ..........•.....
Optional:
The Winston Fifth Reader .
Supplementary:
The Hill Readers, Book Five .
Studies in Reading Fifth Grade Reader .
Haliburton's Readers, Book Five .
Story Hour Readings, Fifth year .
Bolenius Fifth Reader .
SPELLING:
Arnold: Mastery of Words, Book I. .
LANGUAGE:
Basal:
Studies in English, Book I .
Optional:
Live Language Lessons, Book One .
ARITHMETIC:
Smith: Modern Advanced Arithmetic begun
HISTORY:
Estill: Beginner's History of Our Country ..
GEOGRAPHY:
Basal:
Brigham & McFarlane: Essentials of Geog-
raphy, First Book .
or
First Book, Part Two .
Optional:
Smith's Human Geography:
Book One .•............................
or
Book One, Part Two .
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.81 .57
.60 .54.
.72 .59
.74 .70
.70
.84 .78
.83 .77
.38 .35
.50 .47
.55 .52
.80 .67
.60 .50
1.33 1.23
1.03 .95
1.00 .90
.65 .60,
Tille
WRITING:
Basal:
Practical Writing Manual No.5 .
Practical Writing Manual No. 5 in envelope
with paper .
Optional:
The Palmer Method of Business Writing .
Graves' Muscular Writing Book 5 .
DRAWING:
Basal:
Practical Drawing, Book 5 .
Practical Drawing, Book 5 in envelope with
paper .
Optional:
Industrial Art Textbooks, Shorter Course:
Book Three (Grades 5 & 6) .
MUSIC:
Hollis Dann Music Course, Fifth Year Music
Contract
Retail Price
Contract
Exchange Price
$ .05
.10
.20
.09
$...
.20
.25
I
.36
.57
.34
.53
SIXTH GRADE.
READING:
Basal:
New Elson Reader, Book Six.............. .72
Optional:
Riverside Sixth Reader. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .87 .81
Supplementary:
Howe Readers, Book Six.................. .79
Studies in Reading, Sixth Grade Reader. . . . .74 .70
Story. Hour Readings, Sixth year......... .84 .78
Bolenius Sixth Reader.................... .87 .81
SPELLING:
Arnold: Mastery of Words, Book II. . . . . . . . .38 .35
LANGUAGE:
Kinard & Withers: The English Language,
Book II................................ .55
ARITHMETIC:
Smith: Modern Advanced Arithmetic....... .86 .67
HISTORY:
Simms-History of South Carolina, Revised
Edition of 1922..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .90· .67
CIVICS:
Optional:
McCarthy, Swann & McMullen: Elementary
Civics with S. C. Supplement............ .75
DOMESTIC SCIENCE:
Elementary Home Economics, Matthews.... 1.40 .98
AGRICULTURE :
Benson & Betts: Agriculture-Southern Edi-
tion .86 .70
GEOGRAPHY:
Basal:
Brigham & McFarlane: Essentials of Geog-
raphy; Second Book, with South Carolina
Supplement 1,87 1.72
Second Book, Part One, with South Carolina
Supplement 1.26 1.17
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Title
Optional:
Smith's Human Geography: Book II with
South Carolina Supplement .
Book II, Part I with South Carolina Supple-
ment .
Teacher's Manual for Book II .
HYGIENE:
Basal:
Ritchie: Primer of Sanitation and Physiol-
ogy, 1920 Revision .
Optional:
Emerson & Betts: Physiology and Hygiene,
Book II .
WRITING:
Basal:
Practical Writing Manual No.6 .
Practical Writing Manual No.6 in envelope
with paper .
Optional:
The Palmer Method of Business Writing .
Graves' Muscular Writing Book 6 .
DRAWING:
Basal:
Practical Drawing Book 6 .
Practical Drawing Book 6 in envelope with
paper .
Optional:
Industrial Art Textbook, Shorter Course,
Book Three .
MUSIC:
Hollis Dann, Sixth Year Music Course .....
Contract
Retail Price
Contract
Exchange Price
$1.35 $1.25
.77 .70-
Free to teachers
SEVENTH GRADE.
READING:
Basal:
New Elson Reader, Book Seven .
Optional:
Riverside Seventh Reader .
Supplementary:
Howe Readers: Book Seven .
Studies in Reading: Seventh Grade Reader ..
Story Hour Readings, Seventh Year .
SPELLING:
Arnold: Mastery of Words, Book II .
LANGUAGE:
Kinard & Withers: The English Language,
Book II, completed .
ARITHMETIC:
Smith: Modern Advanced Arithmetic .
HISTORY:
Thompson: History of United States .
GEOGRAPHY:
Basal:
Brigham & McFarlane: Essentials of Geog-
raphy, Second Book with South Carolina
Supplement .
or
Second Book, Part Two .
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1.87
1.14
.88
.84
.05
.10
.20
.09
.20
.25
.36
.69
.83
.87
.79
.79
.88
.38
.55
.80
.90
.68
.34
.64
.81
.75
.82
.35
.67
1.72
1.0&
Contract Contract
Title Retail Price Exchange Price
Optional:
Smith's Human Geography: Book II with
South Carolina Supplement.............. $1.35 $1.25
or
Book II, Part II........................ .77 .70
HYGIENE:
Basal:
Ritchie: Primer of Sanitation and Physiol-
ogy, 1920 Revision................ . . . . . . .88
Optional:
Emerson & Betts: Physiology & Hygiene,
Book II................................ .84 .68
CIVICs---Optional:
Lapp: Our America, with South Carolina
Supplement 1.00 .80
DOMESTIC SCIENCE:
Elementary Home Economics, Matthews.... 1.40 .98
AGRICULTURE :
Benson & Betts: Agriculture, Southern Edi-
tion .86 .70
WRITING:
Basal:
Practical Writing Manual No 7. . . . . . . . . . . . .05
Practical Writing Manual No.7 in envelope
with paper............................. .10
Optional:
The Palmer Method of Business Writing. ... .20
Graves' Muscular Writing Book Seven..... .09
DRAWING:
Basal:
Practical Drawing Book 7..... . . . . . . . . . . . . .20
Practical Drawing Book 7 in envelope with
paper .25
Optional:
Industrial Art Textbooks, Shorter Course:
Book Four............................. .36 .34
MUSIC:
Hollis Dann Music Course : Junior Songs. . . .95 .88
GENERAL SUPPLEMENTARY READING FOR ELEMENTARY
GRADES.
NATURE STUDY:
Webb: Our Bird Book .
Jenkins: Interesting Neighbors .
Williams and Hill: Cornbook for Young
People .
Hawksworth: Strange Adventures of a Pebble
Stories of Luther Burbank .
GEOGRAPHY:
Merrill's Geographic Readers:
Book One, Home Geography .
Book Two, Our Occupations .
Book Three, The Industries of Man .
Book Four, Our Country .
HISTORY:
Hubbard: Little American History Plays .
Hubbard: Citizenship Plays .
Blaisdell and Ball: American History for
Little Folks .
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$1.00
.97
.75
1.20
.88
.63
.60
.60
.70
.70
.79
.94
.75
Contract
Title Retail Price
Hall: Half Hours in Southern History..... $ .75
Hall: Our Ancestors in Europe. . . . . . . . . . . . 1.05
HYGIENEAND HEALTH:
Ferguson: Child's Book of the Teeth .
Jones: Keep Well Stories .
Waldo: Safety First for Little Folks .
Hutchison, The Child's Day .
LITERATURE:
Selections from Sidney Lanier, Prose and
Verse .
Simms: yemassee .
Snyder: Selections from the Old Testament ..
Mims and Payne: Southern Prose and Poetry
MISCELLANEOUS:
Cherry Tree Children .
Twilight Town .
Windmills and Wooden Shoes .
The Upward Path (for colored schools) .
SUGGESTEDFORGRAMMARGRADES:
Gifford: Every Day Mental Arithmetic ....
SUGGESTEDBOOKSFORALL GRADES:
Thomas: Blanks for Written Spelling, Graded
Series No.2 .
Webster's Dictionaries (Revised)
Shorter School Dictionary .
Elementary School Dictionary .
Secondary School Dictionary .
Rural School Song Book .
Hollis Dann Music:
Writing Book No. 1. .
Book No.2 .
Book No.3 .
HIGH SCHOOLS.
Contract
Exchange Price
$ ...
.99
.44
.64
.64
.72
.48
.67
.64
1.40
.53
1.00
.65
.70
.60
.75 .67
.35.40
.07
.88
1.14
2.09
.42 .40
.27
.27
.27
NOTE: The State Board of Education recommends four major sub-
jects per pupil during anyone year. Only in exceptional cases should
five subjects be undertaken or allowed.
Texts marked basal and texts marked optional give teachers free-
dom of choice between such texts on the same subject.
For suggestions and details, see High School Manual.
EIGHTH GRADE.
Contract Contract
Title Retail Price Exchange Price
ENGLISH:
Ward: Sentence and Theme. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1.14 $1.03
Punctuation Leaves for above. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20
Teacher's Manual free
Riverside Literature Series 5 per cent. off
list price
(College Entrance Requirements):
The Sketch Book
Lady of the Lake
Julius Caesar
Treasure Island
Robinson Crusoe
SPELLING:
Payne: Common Words Commonly Misspelled.40 .32
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Contract Contract
Title Retail Price Exchange Price
HISTORY:
Basal:
West: Ancient World Revised............. $1.88 $1.40
Optional:
West: Short History of Early Peoples... . . . 1.51 1.12
Hughes: Community Civics................ 1.32 .98
ARITHMETIC:
Stone-Millis Arithmetic, High School....... .44 .41
ALGEBRA:
Basal:
Wells: Algebra for Secondary Schools, Part I .70
(Complete Algebra may be bought in one
volume for $1.00.)
.Optional:
Sykes-Comstock: Beginner's. Algebra....... 1.19 .88
SCIENCE:
Basal:
Caldwell & Eikenberry: Elements, General
Science, Revised........................ 1.39 1.16
(Teachers' Manual for General Science rec-
ommended)
Optional:
Hunter & Whitman: Civic Science in the
Home "................ 1.33 1.23
LATIN:
Smith: Elementary Latin. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.18 .87
HOME ECONOMICS:
Greer: School and Home Cooking, Divisions
1 to 6, inclusive........................ 1.51 1.12
Clothing-No State adopted text-hook.
AGRICULTURE: Farm Crops:
Productive Farm Crops-Montgomery, rec-
ommended
NINTH GRADE.
ENGLISH: -
Ward : Sentence and Theme Completed. . . .. $1.14
Lewis & Hosie: Practical English for High
Schools 1.33
College Entrance Requirements:
Mikel: Short Stories for English Courses. . . 1.00
Riverside Literature Series:
Enoch Arden
Macaulay's Lays of Ancient Rome
David Copperfield
Southern Poets
SPELLING:
Payne: Common Words Commonly Misspelled .40
HISTORY:
Basal:
West: Modern World (With West: War and
the New Age free)..................... 1.88
Optional:
Myers: Mediaeval and Modern History, sec-
ond revised edition. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.88
ALGEBRA:
Basal:
Wells: Algebra for Secondary Schools, Part I .55
(Pocket Edition $1.00)
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$1.03
1.23
.90
.32
1.40
1.56
Contract Contract
Title Retail Price Exchange Price
Optional:
Sykes-Comstock: Beginner's Algebra. . . . . .. $1.19 $ .88
SCIENCE:
. Basal:
Smallwood, Reveley & Bailey: Biology for
High Schools........................... 1.51 1.12
Optional:
Hunter & Whitman: Civic Science in the
Community 1.33 1.23
LATIN:
Smith: Elementary Latin Completed....... 1.18 .87
Bennett: Caesar's Gallic War.............. 1.18 .87
(If not completed, to be continued in tenth
grade)
Bennett: New Latin Grammar............. 1.13 .84
Bennett: New Latin Composition, Part 1... .94 .70
HOME ECONOMICS:
Greer: School .and Home Cooking, Divisions
7 to end............................... 1.51 1.12
Clothing-No State adopted text-book.
AGRICULTURE:Animal Husbandry:
Animal Husbandry for Schools-Harper rec-
ommended.
TENTH GRADE.
ENGLISH:
Lewis & Hosic: Practical English, Completed $1.33
Miller: English Literature................ 1.50
College Entrance Requirements:
Riverside Literature Series
Ivanhoe or Kenilworth
As You Like It
Pied Piper
Tale of 'iwo Cities
Queed
SPELLING:
Chew: Practical High School Speller....... .56
HISTORY:
Stephenson: American History............. 1.80
Basal:
Wallace: Civil Government of South Carolina
and United States...................... .75
Optional:
Magruder: American Government, Revised.. 1.51
GEOMETRY:
Basal:
Wells: New Plane Geometry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .75
(Plane and Solid Geometry in one volume
for $1.15)
Optional:
Sykes-Comstock: Plane Geometry.......... 1.14
(Plane and Solid Geometry in one volume
for $1.72-$1.26)
SCIENCE:
Basal:
Cook: Practical Chemistry for High School
Students 1.18
14
$1.23
1.12
.42
1.50
1.12
.84
Contract Contract
Title Retail Price Exchange Price
Optional:
Black & Conant: Practical Chemistry. . . . . .. $1.58 $1.47
Black: Laboratory Experiments in Chemistry
to accompany Black and Conant.......... .75 .70
Weed: Chemistry in the Home. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.33 1.23
GEOGRAPHY:
Chamberlain: Physical-Economic-Regional,
recommended
LATIN:
Bennett: Cicero's Orations................ 1.18 .87
Bennett: New Latin Composition.......... .94 .70
FRENCH:
Basal:
Chardenal: Complete Course............... 1.32 .98
Optional:
Gourio: Direct Method of Teaching French. . .76
SPANISH:
Hill and Ford: First Spanish Course...... 1,48
COMMERCIAL:
Bexell and Nichols: Principles of Bookkeep-
ing and Farm Accounts........... . . . . . . 1.03 .95
STENOGRAPHY:Gregg, recommended
AGRICULTURE: Horticulture:
Davis: Horticulture for High Schools; rec-
ommended
ELEVENTH GRADE.
ENGLISH:
Ward: Theme Building................... $1.28
Pace: American Literature with Readings. . 1.70
Riverside Literature Series
College Entrance Requirements
Macbeth
Silas Marner
Idylls of the King
Vision of Sir Launf.al
Henry Esmond
Macaulay's Life of Johnson
Gentleman from Indiana
Arnold's Wordsworth
Dalgleish: Grammatical Analysis .. :....... .57
Setzler: Introduction to Advanced English
Syntax .90
Woolley: Handbook of Composition (for ref-
erence) .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .75
SPELLING:
Chew: Practical High School Speller....... .56
GEOMETRY:
Basal:
Wells: New Solid Geometry............... .75
Wells: Secondary Algebra, Part II........ .55
Optional:
Sykes-Comstock: Solid Geometry........... 1.19
PHYSICS:
Black and Davis: Practical Physics, Revised 1.58
Black: Laboratory Manual to accompany
Black and Davis , .. .75
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$1.16
1.26
.53
.42
.88
1.47
.70
Title
LATIN:
Bennett: Virgil's Aeneid .
Bennett: New Latin Grammar .
GERMAN:
Joynes: Wesselhoefts German Grammar .
Joynes: Shorter German Reader .
FRENCH:
Talbot: La France Nouvelle .
Guerber: Contes et Legendes, Part I .
Part II .
Halevy: L'Abbe Constantin .
Reader: Labiche and Martin: Le Voyage de
Monsieur Perri chon .
Gourio: La Classe en Francais (recom-
mended)
SPANISH:
Berge-Soler and Hathaway: Elementary
Spanish Reader .
COMMERCIAL:
Rittenhouse: New Modern Illustrative Book-
keeping, Introductory Course .
Blanks for same .
Forms for same .
Vouchers for same .
Signed:
Contract
Retail Price
Contract
Exchange Price
$1.32
1.13
$ .98
.84
1.60
1.14
1.24
.80
.80,
.75
.75
.56
.56
1.35
1.33 1.23
.76
.76
.61
J. W. THOMSON,
S. H. EDMUNDS,
J. E. SWEARINGEN,
MISS JENNIE LOU BROWNE.
Classification of Adopted Books With Respect
to Subjects.
READING.
Basal:
Child's World Primer and First Reader (Combined)
Child's World Second Reader, Third Reader, Fourth Reader, Fifth
Reader, Manual.
Elson's Sixth Reader
Elson's Seventh Reader
Basal: Optional:
Winston Primer and First Reader (Combined)
Winston Second Reader, Third Reader, Fourth Reader, Fifth Reader
Winston Interleaved Manual for Primer, free to teachers
Winston Interleaved Manual for First Reader, free to teachers
Basal: Optional:
Riverside Sixth Reader
Riverside Seventh Reader
Supplementary (a):
The Hill Readers; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Supplementary:
Howe Sixth Reader
Howe Seventh Reader
Supplementary (b):
Howell Primer, First Reader, Second Reader
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Supplementary:
Studies in Reading, Third Reader, Fourth Reader, Fifth Reader,
Sixth Reader, Seventh Reader
Teachers' Manual for Studies in Reading
Supplementary (c):
Free and Treadwell Primer, First Reader, Second Reader
Haliburton Third Reader, Fourth Reader, Fifth Reader
Haliburton Manual
Supplementary (d):
Story Hour Primer
Story Hour First Reader, Second Reader, Third Reader, Fourth
Reader, Fifth Reader, Sixth Reader, Seventh Reader
Supplementary (e):
Everyday Classics: Primer, First Reader, Second Reader, Third
Reader
_ Supplementary:
Bolenius Readers: Fourth Grade, Fifth Grade, Sixth Grade, Teach-
ers' Manual
GENERAL SUPPLEMENTARY READING FOR ELEMENTARY
GRADES.
(Nature Study) :
Jenkins Interesting Neighbors
Adventures of a Pebble
Webb's Our Bird Book
Cornbook for Young People
Stories of Luther Burbank
(Health) :
A Child's Book of the Teeth-Ferguson
The Most Wonderful House in the World-Haviland
J ones' Keep Well Stories
Hutchinson's The Child's Day
Safety First for Little Folks-Waldo
(Geography and History):
Merrill's Geographic Readers
Book One-Home Geography
Book Two-Our Occupations
Book Three-The Industries of Man
Book Four-Our Country
American History for Little Folks
Hubbard's Little American History Plays
Citizenship Plays-Hubbard
Hall's Half Hours in Southern History
(Literature) :
Simms: Yemassee
Burts' The Lanier Book
Mims & Payne: Southern Prose and Poetry
Snyder's Selections from the Old Testament
(Miscellaneous) :
Cherry Tree Children
Twilight Town
Windmills and Wooden Shoes
The Upward Path (For Negro Schools)
HISTORY AND CIVICS.
Estill's Beginners' History of Our Country
Oliphant-Simms' History of South Carolina (Revised)
Hall's Our Ancestors in Europe (Supplementary)
West's Ancient World
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West's Modern World (With supplement)
West's War and the New Age (Free)
Stephenson's American History
McCarthy's Elementary Civics
Wallace's Civil Government of South Carolina and of United States
(Combined and revised)
Optional:
West's Short History of Early Peoples
Hughes Community Civics
Meyers' Mediaeval and Modern History (Revised)
Magruder's American Government
Lapp's Our America (with S. C. Supplement)
SCIENCE.
Ritchie-Caldwell Primer of Hygiene
Ritchie's Primer of Sanitation and Physiology
Optional:
Emerson & Betts' Hygiene and Health
Emerson & Betts' Physiology and Hygiene
Benson & Betts' Agriculture (Southern Edition)
Caldwell & Eikenberry's General Science (Revised)
Smallwood-Revelly & Bailey's Practical Biology (Revised)
Cook's Practical Chemistry for High Schools
Black & Davis-Practical Physics (Revised)
Black-Laboratory Manual in Physics to accompany Black and Davis
Black & Conant's Chemistry
Black-Laboratory Experiments in Chemistry, to accompany Black
and Conant
Optional Course :
Hunter's Civic Science in the Home
Hunter's Civic Science in the Community
Weed's Chemistry in the Home
GEOGRAPHY.
Brigham & McFarlane's
Book One-Complete
Book One-Part I
Book One-Part II
Book Two-Complete
Book Two-Part I
Book Two-Part II
Basal: Optional:
Smith's Human Geography
Book One-Complete
Book Two-Complete
Book One-Part One
Book One-Part Two
Book Two-Part One
Book Two-Part Two
MATHEMATICS.
Morey's Little Folks Number Book
Smith's Modern Primary Arithmetic
Smith's Modern Advanced Arithmetic
Stone-Millis High School Arithmetic
Everyday Mental Arithmetic-Gifford
Wells's Algebra for Secondary Schools, (Complete)
Wells's Algebra for Secondary Schools, Part I
Wells's Algebra for Secondary Schools, Part II
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Wells's Plane Geometry
Wells's Solid Geometry
Wells's Plane and Solid Geometry
Optional Course:
Sykes-Comstock Beginner's Algebra
Sykes-Comstock Plane Geometry
Sykes-Comstock Solid Geometry:
Sykes-Comstock Plane and Solid Geometry (Complete)
ENGLISH.
Robbins & Row-Work and Play with Language
Robbins & Row-Studies in English, Book I
Manual for Book I
Optional:
Live Language Lessons Book One (Grades 3-4-5)
Manual for Book One
Kinard-Withers, The English Language, Book II
Ward's Sentence and Theme
Punctuation Leaves for Same
Teacher's Manual for Same
Theme Building-Ward
Lewis & Hosie's Practical English for High Schools
Miller's English Literature
Pace's American Literature with Readings
Setzler's Introduction to Advanced English Syntax
Dalgleish's Grammatical Analysis
Woolley's Handbook of English Composition
College Entrance Requirements-Riverside Literature Series
SPELLING.
Arnold's Mastery of Words, Book I
Mastery of Words, Book II
Payne's Common Words Commonly Misspelled
Chew's Practical High School Speller
DICTIONARIES.
Webster's Shorter School Dictionary: (Revised)
Webster's Elementary School Dictionary (Revised)
Webster's Secondary School Dictionary (Revised)
WRITING.
Basal:
Practical Writing, Manuals One through Eight
Optional:
(a) Graves Muscular System, Books One through Eight
Manual for Teachers (Free)
(b) The Palmer Method,
Palmer's Primary Writing
Palmer's Method of Business Writing
DRAWING.
Basal:
Practical Drawing-Modern Course
Books One through Eight
Manual for Teachers (Free)
Optional:
Industrial Art Textbooks-Shorter Course
Books One through Four
Manual for Teachers
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LATIN.
Smith's Elementary Latin
Bennett's Latin Grammar
Bennett's New Latin Composition, Part I
Bennett's Caesar
Bennett's Cicero
Bennett's Virgil
MODERN LANGUAGE.
French:
Chardenal's Complete French Course
Optional:
Gourio's La Ciasse en Francais
Readers
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Spanish:
Hill & Ford's Spanish Grammar (New Edition)
Elementary Spanish-American Reader
German:
J oynes'- Wesselhoeft's Grammar
Joynes' German Reader
Guerber's Contes et Legendes, Books One and Two
Talbot's La France Nouvelle
L'Abbe Constantin, by Halevy
Labiche & Martin's Le Voyage de Monsieur Perrichon
MUSIC.
Hollis-Dann Music Series, (Ten books)
Rural Song Book
COMMERCIAL.
Bexell & Nichols' Principles of Bookkeeping and Farm Accounts (With
Blanks)
Rittenhouse's Modern Illustrative Bookkeeping, (With Blanks, Forms
and Vouchers)
VOCATIONAL.
Matthews' Elemenary Home Economics
Greer's Textbook of Cooking
MISS JENNIE LOU BROWNE,
MRS. C. P. McGOWAN,
J. E. SWEARINGEN,
Committee.
Adopted Books Classified With Respect to
Changes
BOOKS READOPTED.
(Allyn & Bacon): West's Ancient World (Revised)-West's Modern
World-West's War and the New Age (free)-Chardenal-Complete
French Course-Bennett's New Latin Grammar-Bennett's New Latin
Composition, Part I-Bennett's Caesar's Gallic War-Bennett's Cicero's
Orations-Bennett's Virgil's Aeneid-Smallwood, Reveley & Bailey's Bi-
ology for High Schools-Greer's School and Home Cooking-Chew's
Practical High School Speller.
(American Book Company): Webster's Shorter School Dictionary-
Webster's Elementary School Dictionary-Webster's Secondary School
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Dictionary-Lewis & Hosie's Practical English for High Schools-Dal-
gleish's Grammatical Analysis-Bexell & Nichols' Principles of Book-
keeping and Farm Accounts, Blanks for same. Optional: Weed's Chem-
istry in the Home.
(D. Appleton & Company): Cook's Practical Chemistry for High
School Students.
(Bobbs-Merrill Company): Agriculture, Benson & Betts' Southern
Edition.
(Ginn & Company): Supplementary, Hill Readers (S. C. Edition)
Book One, Book Two, Book Three, Book Four, Book Five-Smith: Mod-
ern Primary Arithmetic-Smith: Modern Advanced Arithmetic-
Stephenson: American History-Supplementary, Snyder: Selections
from the Old Testament.
(D. C. Heath & Company): Hill & Ford's First Spanish Course---
Joynes & Wesselhoeft's German Grammar-Joyne's Shorter German
Reader-Woolley's Handbook of Composition-Wells's Algebra for Sec-
ondary Schools (Pocket Edition)-Wells's Algebra for Secondary
Schools (Part One)-Wells's Algebra for Secondary Schools (Part Two)
-Wells's New Plane & Solid Geometry-Wells's New Plane Geometry
-Wells's New Solid Geometry-Thompson's History of the United States
-Supplementary, Haliburton Readers, Third, Fourth and Fifth Readers.
(Houghton, Mifflin Company): Woods Hutchinson-The Child's Day
-Optional, Riverside Sixth and Seventh Readers.
(Iroquois Publishing Company): The Mastery of Words, Book I,
Grades 1-3 new; Grades 4-5 old; Book n.
(The Johnston Publishing Company): Child's World Readers, Prim-
er & First in one volume 240 pp.-Second Reader enlarged to 240 pp.;
Third Reader; Fourth Reader; Fifth Reader-Payne's Common Words
Commonly Misspelled-Simms Yemassee---Hall's Half Hours in South-
ern History.
(W. H. Jones): Thomas' Blanks for Written Spelling, Graded Series
No.2.
(Laidlaw Brothers): Elementary Civics with S. C. Supplement, Me-
Carthy, Swan and McMullin. -
(The Macmillan Company): Kinard and Withers-English Lan-
guage, Book II, English Grammar and Composition-Blac15: and Davis,
Practical Physics (Revised).
(Noble & Noble): Supplementary: The New Howell Primer-The
New Howell First Reader-The New Howell Second Reader.
(Mary C. Simms Oliphant): The History of S. C., by William Gil-
more Simms, edited- by Mary C. Simms Oliphant, Revised Edition of
1922.
(The A. N. Palmer Company): Optional: Writing Lessons for
Primary- Grades-The Palmer Method of Business Writing.
(Pioneer Publishing Company): Webb's Our Bird Book.
(Practical Drawing Company): Basal: Practical Drawing, Modern
Arts Course, Revised Edition, Books 1-4-Books 5-8-Basal: Practi-
cal Writing Course, Books 1-8.
(Row, Peterson & Company): Robbins and Row, Work and Play
with Language.
(Benj. H. Sanborn & Company): Berge-Soler Hathaway, Spanish
Reader.
(Scott, Foresman & Company): Basal: New Elson Reader, Book
Six and Book Seven.
(Charles Scribner's Sons): Mims and Payne, Southern Prose and
Poetry-Morey, Little Folks Number Book-Selections from Sidney Lan-
ier, Prose and Verse-Supplementary: Howe Readers, Book Six and.
Book Seven.
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(The State Company): Setzler's Introduction to Advanced English
Syntax.
(Southern Publishing Company): Civil Government of S. C. & U. S.
by D. D. Wallace.
(World Book Company): Basal: Ritchie-Caldwell, Primer of Hy-
giene; 1920 Revision-Ritchie, Primer of Sanitation and Physiology;
1920 Revision. '
BOOKS DROPPED.
(American Book Company): Maury's New Elements of Geography-
Maury's New Complete Geography-Van Tuyl's Essentials of Business
Arithmetic-Hunt's Modern Word Book-Hunt's Progressive Spelling,
Part 1-White's Beginner's History of U. S.-Thomas' Rural Arithme-
tic-Gleason's, A Term of Ovid.
(The Case System Company): The Case System of Hygiene, Teach-
ing Book I, The Froebel Book-4th Grade-The Same, Book IV, The
Harvey Book, Grades 5-6-The same, Book VII, The Florence Nightin-
gale Book, Grades 7-8.
(The Educational Publishing· Company): Fairbanks' Home Geog-
raphy, 3rd Grade.
(Ginn & Company): Collar & Daniell's First Year Latin.
(D. C. 'Heath & Company): The Haliburton Primer-The Haliburton
First Reader-The Haliburton Second Reader.
(Houghton, Mifflin Company): Riverside Eighth Reader.
(The Macmillan Company): Kinard-Withers: The English Lan-
guage, Book I, (S. C. Edition).
(Charles E. Merrill Company): Pease's General Science and Man-
ual Combined.
(Rand, McNally & Company): Brooks-Story of Cotton-Robinson's
. Commercial Geography.
(Benj. H. Sanborn & Company): Talbot Ie Francais et sa Patrie.
(Chas. Scribner's Sons): Howe's Eighth Grade Reader-Stevenson's
Country Life Reader.
(Scott, Foresman & Company): Elson's Grammar School Reader,
Book IV, Eighth Grade.
(The Southern Publishing Company): First Book in English, Kern
& Noble-Wallace's Civil Government of the United States-Wallace's
Civil Government of South Carolina-Uncle Jim, The Fire Chief-Rosser
-Field Lore for Young Farmers-Grimes.
(W. H. Wheeler & Company): Wheeler's Second Reader.
BOOKS NOT BID FOR READOPTION.
(Atkinson, Mentzer & Company): Art-Literature Readers, Books
III, IV, and V-Applied Arts Drawing, Numbers 41-48.
(The R. L. Bryan Company): Farming' for little Folks, Vol. 1.-
Agriculture for School and Farm, Vol. I.-Agriculture for School and
Farm, Vol. II.
(C. H. Congdon): Congdon Music Reader, Nos. I, II, and III.
(Ferguson Publishing Company): Elementary Principles of Agri-
culture-A. M. Ferguson and L. L. Lewis.
(Industrial Book & Equipment Company): For Elementary Schools
(6th and 7th Grades)-Constructive Sewing, Book I, Fuller-For High
Schools: Constructive Sewing, Books I, II, III, IV-Burton's Bench
Work for Grammar Grades-Burton's Bench Work Tablet 9, for Begin-
ners in Manual Training.
(The J. B. Lippincott Company): Home Life in Ali Lands-MorrIs,
Books I, II, and III.
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(Lyons & Carnahan): Austin's Domestic Science, Books I and II
-Lyons' Bookkeeping: Complete Text, Outfit Nos. 1 and 2.
(The Macmillan Company): Duggar's Agriculture for Southern
Schools (S. C. Edition).
(Milton, Bradley Company): Bailey's for the Children's Hour, Books
I and II.
(Newson & Company): Sewell's Black Beauty-Chester's Panama
and the Canal.
(Charles Scribner's Sons): Stories of Early American History,
Gordy-Children's Stories of American Progress, Wright ..
(Silver, Burdett & Company): Stepping Stones to Literature, First,
Second and Third Readers.
(Thompson Publishing Companyj : . Latin Sight Reader, Howe.
(John Wiley & Sons): Chemistry of Farm Practice, Keitt.
NEW BOOKS TO TAKE THE PLACE OF BOOKS DROPPED AND
BOOKS NOT BID FOR RE-ADOPTION.
(Allyn & Bacon): Smith's Elementary Latin.
(American Book Company): Basal: Brigham & McFarlane's Es-
sentials of Geography (Revised); First Book; Second Book with S. C.
Supplement; First .Book, Part I; First Book, Part II; Second Book,
Part I, with S. C. Supplement; Second Book, Part II-Hollis Dann Music
Course, (10 books)-New Modern Illustrative Bookkeeping (Ritten-
house) with Forms, Blanks and Vouchers.
(Bobbs-Merrill Company): Emerson and Betts' Hygiene and Health,
Book I-Emerson and Betts' Physiology and Hygiene, Book II.
(Ginn & Company): Caldwell and Eikenberry, Elements of General
Science (Revised).
(Iroquois Publishing Company): The Mastery of Words, Book 1,
Grades 1-5.
(Laidlaw Brothers): Industrial Art Textbooks, Books 1, 2, 3, and
4-Industrial Art Textbooks, Teachers' Manual.
(Little, Brown & Company): Matthews' Elementary Home Eco-
nomics.
(The Macmillan Company): Black & Conant, Practical Chemistry-
Black, Laboratory Experiments in Chemistry.
(Pioneer Publishing Company): Merrill's Geographic Readers.c-
Home Geography, Book I-Our Occupations, Book 2-The Industries
of Man, Book 3-0ur Country, Book 4.
(Row, Peterson & Company): Robbins and Row, Book 1, Language
-Teachers' Manual for Book 1.
(Sanborn Publishing Company): Stone Millis Arithmetic, High
School-Talbot, La France Nouvelle.
(Scott, Foresman & Company): Ward's Sentence and Theme-Func-
tuation Leaves for Same-Teachers' Manual.
(Southern Publishing Company): Estill's Beginner's History of Our
Country.
(University Publishing Company): Optional: Live Language Les-
sons, Book I, (Grades 3, 4, & 5)-Teachers' Manual for Same.
NEW BOOKS ADDED TO MEET THE REQT:JIREMENTS OF THE
COURSE OF STUDY.
(Allyn & Bacon): Halevy's L'Abbe Constantin-Hughes' Commun-
ity Civics-Le Voyage de Monsieur Perrichon (La Biche and Martin)
-Magruder's American Government (Revised) -Pace's American Lit-
erature with Readings-Optional: West's Short History of Early Peo-
ples.
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(American Book Company): Guerber's Contes et Legendes, Part I
and Part 2-0ptional: Hunter & Whitman's Civic Science in the Home
-Hunter & Whitman's Civic Science in the Community-Supplementary:
Story Hour Readers, Primer and Books 1-7.
(W. S. Benson Company): Optional: Graves's Muscular Writing-
Teachers' Manual for Same.
(P. Blakiston's Sons & Company): Supplementary: Jenkins, Inter-
esting Neighbors.
(Bobbs-Merrill Company): Optional: Civics: Lapp's Our Amer-
ica, The Elements of Civics with S. C. Supplement by J. L. Sherard.
(Ginn & Company): Optional: Myer's Mediaeval and Modern His-
tory (Second Revised Edition)-Williams and Hill, Corn Book for
Young Folk.
Harcourt, Brace & Company): The Upward Path, (a supplementary
reader for negro schools).
(Houghton, Mifflin Company): Supplementary: Bolenius, Boys' and
Girls' Reader, Nos. 4, 5,and 6, with Teachers' Manual-Gourio, Direct
Method of Teaching French.
(Laidlaw Brothers): Rural School Song Book.
(The J. B. Lippincott Company): Supplementary: Jones' Keep Well
Stories for Little Folks-Miller's English Literature-Supplementary:
The Most Wonderful House in the World.
(Little, Brown & Company): American History for Little Folks,
Blaisdell and Ball-Cherry Tree Children, Blaisdell-Everyday Mental
Arithmetic, Gifford-Twilight Town.
(The MacMillan Company): Supplementary: Baker and Thorndike,
Everyday Classics, Primer, First, Second and Third Readers-Black,
Laboratory Manual in Physics.
(Rand, McNally & Company): Optional: Sykes-Comstock, Begin-
ners' Algebra-Sykes-Comstock Plane Geometry-Sykes-Comstock Solid
Geometry-Sykes-Comstock Plane and Solid Geometry.
(Row, Peterson & Company): Supplementary: Free, Treadwell and
Briggs, The Primer, First, Second and Third Readers.
(Sanford Publishing Company): Hubbard, Little American History
Plays-Hubbard, Citizenship Plays.
(Scott, Foresman & Company): Ward's Theme Building.
(Chas. Scribner's Sons): Hawksworth, Strange Adventures of a
Pebble-Mikell's, Short Stories English Courses-Stories of Luther
Burbank-Waldo, Safety First for Little Folks.
(Silver, Burdett & Company): Our Ancestors in Europe.
(Southern Publishing Company): Windmills and Wooden Shoes,
Maude M. Grant.
(University Publishing Company): Supplementary: Studies in
Reading, Books 3-7-Teachers' Manual.
(John C. Winston Company): Optional: Basal: Human Geography,
Book 1, Peoples and Countries; Book 1, Part 1; Book 1, Part 2; Book 2,
Regions and Trades, S. C. Supplement; Book 2, Part 1, S. C. Supple-
ment; Book 2, Part 2-Teachers' Manual for Book 1, free to teachers
- Teachers' Manual for Book 2, free to teachers-Optional: Basal:
Winston Readers, Primer and First Reader combined, Second, Third,
Fourth and Fifth Readers-Winston Interleaved Primer Manual, free
to teachers-Winston Interleaved First Reader Manual, free to teach-
ers.
(World Book Company): Ferguson's A Child's Book of the Teeth:
JOHN T. WEST,
R. S. ROGERS,
J. E. SWEARINGEN,
Committee.
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List of Publishers Whose Textbooks Were Adopted by
the South Carolina State Board of Education
at its Meeting May 16-20, 1922.
ALLYN & BACON
50 Beacon St., Boston, Mass., or
6th Floor, Rhodes Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.
Contract
Title Retail Price
West's Ancient World (Revised)............... $1.88
West's Modern World t . 1.88
West's War & The New Age. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Free
West's Short History of Early Peoples (Optional) 1.51
Hughes' Community Civics 1.32
Magruder's American Government (Revised).... 1.51
Chardenal-Complete French Course........... 1.32
Halevy's L'Abbe Constantin................... .75
Bennett's New Latin Grammar................ 1.13
Bennett's New Latin Composition, Part I. . . . . . . .94
Bennett's Caesar's Gallic War................. 1.18
Bennett's Cicero's Orations.................... 1.18
Bennett's Virgil's Aeneid...................... 1.32
Smith's Elementary Latin..................... 1.18
Smallwood, Reveley & Bailey's Biology for High
Schools 1.51
Greer's School and Home Cooking.............. 1.51
Chew's Practical High School Speller. . . . . . . . . . . .56
Pace's American Literature and Readings. . . . . . . 1.70
LeVoyage deMonsieur Perrichon Labiche & Martin .'75
AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY
100 Washington Square, New York City, or
Atlanta, Georgia
Brigham & McFarlane's Essentials of Geography,
Revised:
First Book .
Second Book, with S. C. Supplement .
First Book, Part One .
First Book, Part Two .
Second Book, 'Part One, with S. C. Supple-
ment .
Second Book, Part Two .
Supplementary, Story Hour Readers:
Primer .
Book One .
Book Two ········
Book Three .
Supplementary, Story Hour Readings:
Fourth year .
Fifth year .
Sixth year .
Seventh year .
Hollis Dann Music Course:
First Year Music .
Second Year Music .
Third Year Music .
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Contract
Exchange Price
$1.40
1.40
1.12
.98
1.12
.98
.56
.84
.70
.87
.87
.98
.87
1.12
1.12
.42
1.26
.56
$1.33 $1.23
1.87 1.72
.80 .74
1.03 .95
1.26 1.17
1.14 1.05
.57 .53
.57 .53
.69 .64
.73 .68
.76 .70:
.84 .78
.84 .78
.88 .82
.73 .68
.50 .47
.50· .47
Contract
Ti lie Retail Price
Fourth Year Music....................... s .57
Fifth Year Music....... . .57
Sixth Year Music '" .69
Junior Songs............................. .95
Music Writing Book, No. 1. ... :........... .27
Music Writing Book, No.2................ .27
Music Writing Book, No.3........... . . . . . .27
Webster's Shorter School Dictionary. . . . . . . . . . . . .88
Webster's Elementary-School Dictionary........ 1.14
Webster's Secondary-School Dictionary. . . . . . . . . . 2.09
Lewis & Hosie's Practical English for High
Schools .
Dalgleish's Grammatical Analysis .
Optional:
Hunter & Whitman's Civic Science in the
Home .
Hunter & Whitman's Civic Science in the
Community .
Weed's Chemistry in the Home .
New Modern Illustrative Bookkeeping, Introduc-
tory Course (Rittenhouse) .
Blanks for same .
Forms for same .
Vouchers for same .
Bexell & Nichols' Principles of Bookkeeping and
Farm Accounts .
Guerber's Contes et Legendes, Part 1 .
Guerber's Contes et Legendes, Part II .
APPLETON & CO., D.
35 West 32nd St., New York City
Cook's Practical Chemistry for High School Stu-
dents 1.18
BENSON & CO., W. S.
Austin, Texas
Optional: Graves's Muscular Writing, Books 1 to
8, inclusive, Per copy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .09
Graves's Teacher's Manual to accompany above. . Free
BLAKISTON, P.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Supplemenary: Jenkins, Interesting Neighbors. . .97
BOBBS-MERRILL CO.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Agriculture-Benson & Betts' Southern Edition ..
Optional:
Civics-Lapp's Our America, The Elements
of Civics, with South Carolina Supple-
ment by J. L. Sherard .
Emerson & Betts' Hygiene and Health, Book 1
Physiology and Hygiene, Book 2 .
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1.33
.57
1.33
1.33
1.33
1.33
.76
.76
.61
1.03
.80
.80
1.00
.70
.84
Contract
Exchange Price
$ .53
.53
.64
.88
1.23
.53
1.23
1.23
1.23
1.23
.95
.86 .70
.80
.57
.68
GINN & CO.
70 Fifth Ave., New York City
Contract Contract
Title Retail Price Exchange Price
Supplementary: Hill Readers
(South Carolina Edition)
Book One .
Book Two .
Book Three .
Book Four .
Book Five .
Williams & Hill: Corn Book for Young Folk .
Smith: Modern Primary Arithmetic .
Smith: Modern Advanced Arithmetic .
Stephenson: American History .
Optional: Myers, Mediaeval and Modern History,
Second Revised Edition .
Caldwell & Eikenberry: Elements of General Sci-
ence, Revised .
Supplementary:
Snyder: Selections from the Old Testament
HARCOURT, BRACE & CO.
1 West 47th Street, New York City
The Upward Path, by Pritchard & Ovington (For
Negro Schools) .
$ .36
.50
.56
.60
.72
.75
.50
.80
1.80
1.88
1.39
.53
.75
HEATH & CO., D. C.
231-245 West 39th St., New York City
Hill & Ford's First Spanish Course. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.48
Joynes & Wesselhoeft's German Grammar...... 1.60
Woolley's Handbook of Composition. . . . . . . . . . . . . .75
Wells'·: Algebra for Secondary Schools (Pocket
Edition) 1.00
Algebra for Secondary Schools (Part
One) .70>
Algebra for Secondary Schools (Part
Two) .55
Wells': New Plane & Solid Geometry.......... 1.15
New Plane Geometry.................. .75
New Solid Geometry.................. .75
Thompson's History of the United States....... .90·
Supplementary: (Haliburton Readers)
Third Reader....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .47
Fourth Reader........................... .55
Fifth Reader............................. .70·
Supplementary: Haliburton Teacher's Manual . . 1.00
Joyne's Shorter German Reader....... . . . . . . . . . 1.14
HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN CO.
4 Park Street, Boston, Mass.
Woods Hutchinson-The Child's Day .
Optional: Riverside Readers
Sixth Reader .
Seventh Reader .
Supplementary: Bolenius Boys' & Girls' Readers
Fourth Reader .
Fifth Reader .
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.72
.87
.87
.79
.83
$ .30
.42
.46
.50
.59
.63
.42
.67
1.50
1.56
1.16
.67
.67
.81
.81
.74
.77
Contract
Ti tie Retail Price
Sixth Reader............................. $ .87
Teachers' Manual......................... .87
Riverside Literature Series (College Entrance Re-
quirements) Five per cent. off from list prices
Gourio: Direct Method of Teaching French
(Manual) .76
IROQUOIS PUBLISHING CO.
Herald Bldg., Syracuse, N. Y.
The Mastery of Words:
Book I, Grades 1 to 5 .
Book II, Grades 6 to 8 .
JOHNSON PUBLISHING CO.
Richmond, Va.
Basal: Child's World Readers
Primer & First in one volume, 240 pp .
Second Reader enlarged to 240·pp .
Third Reader .
Fourth Reader .
Fifth Reader .
Manual .
Payne's Common Words Commonly Misspelled .
Simms : Yemassee .
Hall's Half Hours in Southern History .
JONES, W. H.
Columbia, S. C.
Thomas' Blanks for Written Spelling, Graded
Series No.2................................ .07
.38
.38
.60
.65
.58
.73
.81
.60
.40
1.40
.75
Contract
Exchange Prices .81
.35
.35
.46
.47
.42
.53
.57
.32
LAIDLAW BRO.
New York, N. Y.
Elementary Civics with South Carolina Supple-
ment-McCarthy, Swan and McMullin........ .75
Optional:
Drawing: Industrial Art Textbooks Shorter
Course-Snow and Froehlich
Book One (Grades 1 & 2) .. . .. . .. .. .. . .36 .34
Book Two (Grades 3 & 4) .. .. .. . .. . .. . .36 .34
Book Three (Grades 5 & 6) . . . . . . . . . . . . .36 .34
Book Four (Grades 7 & 8) .36 .34
Rural School Song Book-Schoen & Gilbreath....42 .40
Industrial Art Textbook Teacher's Manual. . . . . . .60 .45
LIPPINCOTT CO., J. B.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Supplementary: Jones' Keep Well Stories for
Little Folks................................ .64 .48
Miller's English Literature.................... 1.50 1.12
Supplementary: The Most Wonderful House in
the World
28
LITTLE, BROWN & CO.
34 Beacon St., Boston, Mass.
Contract
Exchange Price
$ .98
.35
Contract
Title Retail Price
Elementary Home Economics, Matthews........ $1.40
Everyday Mental Arithmetic, Gifford........... .40
Cherry Tree Children, Blaisdell................ .65
Twilight Town............................... .70
American History for Little Folks, Blaisdell and
Ball .75
MACMILLAN CO., THE
64-66 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Supplementary: Baker & Thorndike:
Everyday Classics:
Primer .
First Reader .
Second Reader .
Third Reader .
Kinard and Withers: English Language: Book
II: English Grammar and Composition .
Optional: Black & Conant, Practical Chemistry.
Black: Laboratory Experiments in Chemistry, to
accompany Black and Conant ·.
Black & Davis: Practical Physics (Revised) .
Black: Laboratory Manual in Physics to accom-
pany Black and Davis .
NOBLE & NOBLE
76 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Supplementary: The New Howell Primer .
The New Howell First Reader : .
The New Howell Second Reader .
OLIPHANT,MARY C. SIMMS
Greenville, S. C.
The History of South Carolina, by William Gil-
more Simms, edited by Mary C. Simms Oli-
phant, Revised Edition of 1922 .
PALMER CO., THE A. N.
30 Irving Place, New York, N. Y.
Optional:
Writing Lessons for Primary Grades. . . . . . . . . .15
The Palmer Method of Business Writing. ..... .20
PIONEER PUBLISHING CO.
Kansas City, Mo.
Supplementary: Merrill's Geographic Readers:
Home Geography, Book One............... .60
Our Occupations, Book Two. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .60
The Industries of Man, Book Three......... .70
Our Country, Book Four ..... " .. .. . . . . .. . .70
Webb's Our Bird Book........................ 1.00
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.56 .53
.60 .56
.64 .60
.68 .63
.55
1.58 1.47
.75 .70
1.58 1.47
.75 .70
.30
.35
.40
.27
.31
.36
.90 .67
Title
PRACTICAL DRAWING CO.
Dallas, Texas
Basal: Practical Drawing, Modern Arts Course,
Revised Edition
Book 1 .
Book 2 .
Book 3 .
Book 4 .
Book 5 .
Book 6 .
Book 7 .
Book 8 : .
Teacher's Manual .
Basal: Practical Writing Course:
Manual 1 .
Manual 2 .
Manual 3 .
Manual 4 .
Manual 5 .
Manual 6 .
Manual 7 ~ .
Manual 8 .
RAND, McNALLY & CO.
60 Scott St., Chicago, Ill.
Title
Optional: Sykes-Comstock
Beginners' Algebra .
Sykes-Comstock Plane Geometry .
Sykes-Comstock Solid Geometry .
Sykes-Comstock Plane & Solid Geometry .
ROW, PETERSON & CO.
623 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Supplementary: Free, Treadwell & Briggs:
The Primer .
First Reader .
Second Reader .
Third Reader .
Studies in English, Robbins and Row
Work and Play with Language .
Book I, Language .
Teachers' Manual for Book I .
SANBORN & CO., BENJ. H.
50 Beacon St." Boston, Mass.
Stone-Millis Arithmetic (High School) .
Hubbard Little American History Plays .
Hubbard Citizenship Plays '1' .••••••
Talbot La France Nouvelle .
Berge-Soler Hathaway, Spanish Reader .
SCOTT, FORESMAN & CO.
623 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Basal: New Elson Reader, Book Six........... .72
New Elson Reader, Book Seven. . . . . . . . .83
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Contract
Retail Price
$ .15
.15
.15
.15
.20
.20,
.20
.20
Free
Contract
Retail Price
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.10
1.19
1.14
1.19
1.72
Contract Price
Enclosed in
envelope with
practice paper
$ .20
.20
.20
.20
.25
.25
.25
.25
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10'
.10
.15
Contract
Exchange Price
.88
.84
.88
1.26
.40, .38
.44 .41
.48 .44
.53 .50
.35 .33
.50 .47
.40,
.44
.79
.94
1.24
1.35
.41
Contract
Title Retail Price
Ward's Sentence and Theme........... .. . . .... $1.14
Punctuation Leaves for above. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20
Teacher's Manual. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Free
Ward's Theme Building....................... 1.28
SCRIBNER'S SONS, CHARLES
597 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Mims & Payne, Southern Prose and Poetry .
Morey, Little Folks Number Book .
Mikels, Short Stories English Courses .
Selections from Sidney Lanier-Prose and Verse
Waldo, Safety First for Little Folks .
Hawksworth, Strange Adventures of a Pebble .
Stories of Luther Burbank .
Supplementary: Howe Readers:
Book Six .
Book Seven .
SETZLER, E. B.
Newberry, S. C.
Introduction to Advanced English Syntax...... .90
1.00
.45
1.00
.64
.64
1.20,
.88
.79
.79
Contract
Exchange Price
$1.03
1.16
.41
.90
SILVER, BURDETT & CO.
Boston, Mass.
Supplementary: Our Ancestors in Europe-Hall 1.05 .99
SOUTHERN PUBLISHING CO.
Dallas, Texas
Civil Government of S. C. & U. S., by D. D. Wal-
lace .
Beginner's History of Our Country, by Harry F.
Estill .
Windmills and Wooden Shoes, by Maude M. Grant
UNIVERSITY PUBLISHING CO.
1126 Q Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Supplementary: Studies in Reading by Searson,
Martin & Tinley
Third Grade Reader .
Fourth Grade Reader .
Fifth Grade Reader .
Sixth Grade Reader .
Seventh Grade Reader .
Teacher's Manual .
Optional: Live Language Lessons, Book One .
Teacher's Manual for same .
WINSTON CO., THE JOHN C.
1006 Arch St., Phila., Pa.
Basal: Optional: Winston Readers
Primer & First Reader Combined .
Second Reader .
Third Reader .
Fourth Reader .
31
.75
.60
.60'
.70
.70
.74
.74
.79
.80
.55
.50
.60
.46
.52
.58
.50
.66
.66
.70
.70
.75
.52
.54
.42
.47
.52
�._--
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Contract Contract
Title Retail Price Exchange Price
Fifth Reader............................. .$ .60 $ .54
Winston Interleaved Primer Manual........... Free to teachers
Winston Interleaved First Reader Manual...... Free to teachers
Basal: Optional: Human Geography-J. Rus-
sell Smith
Book I, Peoples and Countries .
Book I, Part I .
Book I, Part II .
Book II, Regions and Trade (S. C. Supple-
ment) .
Book II, Part I (S. C. Supplement) .
Book II, Part II ' .
Teacher's Manual for Book I .
Teacher's Manual for Book II .
1.00
.65
.65
.90
.60
.60
1.35 1.25
.77 .70
.77 .70
Free to teachers
Free to teachers
WORLD BOOK CO.
Yonkers, N. Y.
Basal: Ritchie-Caldwell, Primer of Hygiene;
1920 Revision....................... .48
Ritchie, Primer of Sanitation and Physi-
ology; 1920 Revision................ .88
Supplementary: Ferguson, A Child's Book of the
Teeth ...........•......................... .44
J. E. SWEARINGEN,
JOHN T. WEST,
R. S. ROGERS,
Committee.
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